The cochlear nuclear complex (CN) is the entry point for central auditory processing. Although constituent neurons have been studied physiologically, their embryological origins and molecular profiles remain obscure. Applying intersectional and subtractive genetic fate mapping approaches, we show that this complex develops modularly from genetically separable progenitor populations arrayed as rostrocaudal microdomains within and outside the hindbrain (lower) rhombic lip (LRL). The dorsal CN subdivision, structurally and topographically similar to the cerebellum, arises from microdomains unexpectedly caudal and noncontiguous to cerebellar primordium; ventral CN subdivisions arise from more rostral LRL. Magnocellular regions receive contributions from LRL and coaxial non-lip progenitors; contrastingly, ensheathing granule cells derive principally from LRL. Also LRL-derived and molecularly similar to CN granule cells are precerebellar mossy fiber neurons; surprisingly, these ostensibly intertwined populations have separable origins and adjacent but segregated migratory streams. Together, these findings provide new platforms for investigating the development and evolution of auditory and cerebellar systems.
Introduction
Essential to normal sound recognition is the proper development of the auditory processing centers in the peripheral and central nervous systems. All auditory information, relayed by spiral ganglion neurons of the inner ear, coalesces in a tonotopic distribution upon the hindbrain neuronal densities known as the cochlear nuclei (reviewed in Ryugo and Parks, 2003) . This critical complex has been studied extensively with respect to its diverse neuronal cell types, its unique synaptic morphologies and circuitries, and its physiological role in auditory processing (reviewed in Cant, 1992) . Less well understood are the embryological origins, gene expression histories, and molecular profiles of the constituent cells. In this study, we apply in mice an intersectional and subtractive genetic fate mapping approach toward addressing these fundamentals.
Genetic fate mapping strategies in mice involving sitespecific recombinases have proven to be of great value to the developmental neurobiologist, complementing and extending other more classical lineage and grafting methods that have been employed largely in avian systems. Because genetic fate maps delineate adult structures and cell types arising from molecularly defined subsets of embryonic cells, they not only inform developmental processes but also guide analyses of mouse mutants. The impact of these approaches is evidenced by a set of recent studies directed at cerebellar and brainstem development (Awatramani et al., 2003; Landsberg et al., 2005; Machold and Fishell, 2005; Rodriguez and Dymecki, 2000; Sgaier et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005; Zervas et al., 2004 ) from which unexpected lineage relationships and complex cellular movements have been revealed, in addition to more precise interpretations of loss-of-function phenotypes. Despite the molecular precision afforded by genetic fate maps, many biological questions remain unanswerable because of the broad extent of cell types marked even by a single gene expression domain. Embryonic gene expression domains commonly restrict along one tissue axis but extend along the orthogonal axes, such that a given gene expression domain actually includes a substantial swathe of varied cell populations.
Especially constrained by this property have been studies of the hindbrain (lower) rhombic lip (LRL)-a specialized germinal zone productive of long-distance, tangentially migrating neurons (Altman and Bayer, 1996; Essick, 1912; Harkmark, 1954; His, 1891; Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974; Taber Pierce, 1966; reviewed in Wingate, 2001 ). Among LRL-descendant lineages are the many varied neuron subtypes of the precerebellar afferent system (Rodriguez and Dymecki, 2000; Landsberg et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005) and at least some constituent neurons of the cochlear nuclear complex (CN) (Wang et al., 2005) . While LRL territory is restricted to dorsal-most neuroectoderm, it spans the full rostrocaudal extent of the hindbrain from rhombomere (r) 2 through 8. Most dorsally restricted genes expressed specifically in the LRL also span this full rostrocaudal extent (Rodriguez and Dymecki, 2000; Wang et al., 2005) and therefore lend no rostrocaudal resolution to lineage-specific origins within the LRL. Further hampering analyses is the lack of discriminating molecular markers that can distinguish each LRL sublineage as it emigrates. This is especially critical, as LRL derivatives distribute extensively during development along seemingly entwined paths, making it exceptionally difficult to link final fate to precise originating coordinates within the LRL and the associated molecular programs enacted therein. With respect to the mammalian cochlear nuclear complex, recent data point to the LRL as the source for some constituent neurons (Wang et al., 2005) , although their precise rostrocaudal:dorsoventral coordinate position (and therefore molecular *Correspondence: dymecki@genetics.med.harvard.edu profile) of origin within the LRL is not known, nor are the locations of other (non-LRL) contributing progenitors.
Unique gene expression profiles distinguish individual rhombomeres (reviewed in Lumsden and Krumlauf, 1996) and do so seemingly by encompassing the full dorsoventral extent of a given rhombomere. Thus, even though the LRL, in its production of tangentially migrating cells, is mechanistically distinct from the majority of hindbrain germinative neuroepithelium, it is likely, nevertheless, to be partitioned rostrocaudally by these same rhombomere-specific gene expression profiles. This appears to be the case for at least distinguishing the avian upper rhombic lip of r1 generally from the LRL (r2-r8) (Eddison et al., 2004; Wingate and Hatten, 1999) . Thus, it is possible that molecularly distinct progenitor pools are arrayed along the entire rostrocaudal span of the LRL and that the genetic differences characterizing these pools are relevant to specific cochlear and precerebellar fates. To test this possibility in mice, we have developed a high-resolution, dual recombinaseresponsive indicator allele that, when coupled with two recombinase-expressing alleles (one encoding Cre and the other Flpe), ''intersectionally'' tracks lineages defined by a shared history of two gene expression profiles. ( Figure 1A , cells cartooned in green). For example, by combining this indicator allele with a LRL-specific Flpe allele and a rhombomere-specific cre allele, only those LRL progenitors at that rhombomeric or axial level are marked by green fluorescent protein (GFP) ( Figure 1A , cells colored green). A second feature of this strategy is the ability to simultaneously track ''Cre/ non-Flp'' lineages ( Figure 1A , cells colored blue); by ''subtracting'' away from the Cre-expressing domain those cells arising from the Cre/Flp genetic intersection, the reciprocal more-narrowed subset of Cre-only-expressing cells can be analyzed. By exploiting both features, we have been able to track simultaneously rhombomere-specific LRL lineages (green cells) within the context of other derivatives arising from non-LRL territories within that same rhombomere (blue cells). Thus, this general approach can be exploited in two ways to reduce the complexity and increase the resolution available in genetic fate maps: by an intersectional requirement for defining one subpopulation and a subtractive requirement for defining another.
Through application of this strategy, we delineate within the LRL separate rostrocaudal territories encompassing auditory and precerebellar progenitors. We provide evidence that the more rostrally located ''auditory lip'' distributes neurons throughout the entire brainstem cochlear nuclear complex and is further divisible into microdomains along its rostrocaudal axis in relation to future cochlear nuclei fate-the anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN), the posteroventral cochlear nucleus (PVCN), and the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN). Thus, we show that the mammalian LRL is parceled genetically along the rostrocaudal axis into molecularly discrete progenitor pools associated with specific neuronal fates. Using the subtractive feature of this new indicator allele, we have also been able to ascertain contributions to the deep projection regions of each cochlear nucleus from progenitor zones lying ventral to the auditory lip. By contrast, granule cells that ensheath the entire cochlear nuclear complex derive almost entirely from the auditory lip; additionally, they share in part a molecular profile with precerebellar mossy fiber neurons. Remarkably, these two similar populations (cochlear nuclei granule cells and precerebellar neurons) converge topographically during development but do not mix. Unexpectedly, the DCN, the cochlear nucleus adjacent and structurally similar to the cerebellum (reviewed in Oertel and Young, 2004) , does not arise from LRL territory situated immediately adjacent to the cerebellar primordium in r1; instead, it arises from noncontiguous, more caudal regions of auditory lip. Their juxtaposition in the mature brain is likely secondary to morphogenetic transformations such as those associated with the pontine flexure. These collective findings, made possible only through application of the dual recombinase-responsive indicator allele introduced herein, provide a new foundation for studying auditory and precerebellar development. Flpe-and cre-expressing transgenes utilize enhancer elements from Genes A and B, respectively (middle row). When GeneA::Flpe and GeneB::cre are coupled with a dual recombinase-responsive indicator allele, cells expressing cre recombinase activate production of a blue marker, while cells expressing cre and Flpe recombinase activate production of a green marker. Activation of reporter molecule expression is permanent, and all cells descended from cre-expressing or cre-and Flpe-expressing progenitors will continue expressing the blue or green marker, respectively (bottom row). (B) Design of dual recombinase-responsive indicator transgene, RC::PFwe. A CAG-driven transgene was targeted to the R26 locus. The reporter cassette contains, 5 0 to 3 0 , a splice acceptor (SA); a loxP-flanked PGK neomycin resistance cassette with four consecutive SV40 polyadenylation (pA) sequences; an FRT-flanked nuclear lacZ (nlacZ) cDNA with five consecutive bovine growth hormone pA sequences; a bicistronic coding region for WGA and eGFPF.
Results nb-gal Marking in Response to Cre but Not Flp; Green Fluorescent Marking in Response to Cre and Flp To map onto specific cell fates either progenitor-specific expression of single genes, gene combinations, or gene subtractions, we generated a novel dual recombinaseresponsive indicator allele designed to express nuclear b-galactosidase (nb-gal) after a Cre-mediated DNA excision and to turn off expression of nb-gal and turn on expression of a farnesylated (membrane-localized) version of enhanced GFP (eGFPF) (Awatramani et al., 2003; Jiang and Hunter, 1998) along with the lectin wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) (Yoshihara et al., 1999) only after both Flp-and Cre-mediated excisions ( Figures 1A and  1B) . We refer to this indicator allele as RC::PFwe. Its generation involved targeting to the Gt(ROSA)26Sor (R26) locus (Zambrowicz et al., 1997) a CAG (Niwa et al., 1991) driven transgene harboring a loxP-and FRT-disrupted WGA/eGFPF bicistronic transcriptional unit ( Figure 1B ). Thus, intersectional descendants (Figure 1A, are marked by expression of both WGA and eGFPF, molecules that permit aspects of cell morphology and axonal projections to be visualized, with WGA offering in limited circumstances the potential to map synaptic partners via specific transneuronal transfer.
Cre-descendants lying outside the genetic intersection ( Figure 1A , blue-colored cells) are marked by expression of nb-gal, which through its nuclear localization facilitates identification of individual cells. In triply transgenic animals (Flp, cre, indicator), removal of the nlacZ cassette from intersectional lineages (by Flp-mediated excision) restricts nb-gal marking to Cre/non-Flp descendants. This subtractive feature permits the reciprocal subset of Cre-only-expressing cells to be mapped.
To test the recombinase dependency of reporter expression from the RC::PFwe allele, we analyzed the parental RC::PFwe strain along with the two derivative strains, RC::Fwe and RC::Pwe, generated through germline deletion of either the loxP-or FRT-flanked cassette, respectively ( Figure 2A ). While RC::PFwe is responsive to both Cre and Flp, FRT-disrupted WGA/eGFPF (RC::Fwe) is responsive only to Flp, and loxP-disrupted WGA/eGFPF (RC::Pwe) only to Cre. We have employed a variety of tissue-specific cre-and Flpe-expressing transgenes with these alleles. As proof of principle, we highlight here results using Wnt1::cre (Chai et al., 2000) and Wnt1::Flpe (Awatramani et al., 2003) transgenes, which mediate recombination in dorsal neural tube progenitors; we show spinal neural tube to illustrate allele features.
In the absence of recombination events, nb-gal, eGFPF, and WGA were all undetectable from the RC::PFwe allele ( Figure 2B ); eGFPF and WGA were equally undetectable from either the derivative RC::Fwe allele ( Figure 2D , middle and lower panels) or the RC::Pwe allele ( Figure 2F , middle and lower panels). These findings indicate that the employed ''stop'' sequences (an SV40 polyadenylation signal sequence [pA] concatamer and separately a bovine growth hormone pA concatamer) were sufficient to prevent detectable levels of reporter expression in the absence of recombination.
Following Cre-mediated recombination of RC::PFwe in the dorsal neural tube, progenitors and their progeny (for example, primary sensory dorsal root ganglion neurons [DRGs]) ( Figure 2C , black arrowhead) produced nb-gal but no detectable eGFPF or WGA. The derivative allele RC::Fwe (Figure 2A ), in the absence of recombination, was broadly productive of nb-gal ( Figure 2D upper panel); this was expected, given that nlacZ expression from this allele is driven in an unconditional fashion from R26 and CAG regulatory elements. Following Flpemediated excision in Wnt1 + cells of the FRT-flanked nlacZ cassette in RC::Fwe, nb-gal was extinguished in dorsal neural tube progenitors and their progeny (Figure 2E, upper panel) ; in its place, these cells activated expression of eGFPF and WGA ( Figure 2E , middle and lower panels, respectively). Given that Wnt1::Flpe-mediated excision of the nlacZ cassette starts as early as w8.5 days post coitum (dpc) and that nb-gal activity in Wnt1::Flpe descendants is gone by 11.5 dpc ( Figure 2E , upper panel), perdurance of nb-gal following deletion of nlacZ is minimal and nonconfounding. Notably, this short nb-gal half-life ensures against codetection of nb-gal in intersectional eGFPF + descendants ( Figure 1A ). Such codetection would compromise the resolving power of any intersectional indicator allele when used in subtractive strategies. Importantly, this does not appear to be the case here; rather, when RC::PFwe is used in conjunction with both a cre and Flp allele, nb-gal is capable of identifying faithfully the Cre/non-Flp lineages. In summary, reporter molecule activation from RC::PFwe and its derivative lines was strictly recombinase dependent and yielded the anticipated patterns of expression. Similar results were observed in other regions of the central nervous system and at other time points (data not shown). While incorporation of WGA offers the potential to map not only cell fate but future synaptic partners (Braz et al., 2002; Yoshihara et al., 1999) , in further analyses presented here we exploit only the nb-gal and eGFPF features of the RC::PFwe allele.
RC::PFwe Coupled with Wnt1::cre Reveals Hindbrain (Lower) Rhombic Lip Contributions to All Divisions of the Brainstem Cochlear Nuclear Complex The term ''lower rhombic lip'' (LRL) refers to a spatial and temporal domain of hindbrain neuroepithelium situated at the interface between the roof plate of the fourth ventricle and the neural tube that spans r2-r8 ( Figures 3A-3F ) (Essick, 1912; Harkmark, 1954; His, 1891; Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974; reviewed in Wingate, 2001 ) and is mitotically active from w10-17 dpc (Altman and Bayer, 1996; Taber Pierce, 1966) . We define operationally the dorsoventral (DV) extent of the LRL as Wnt1-expressing territory because it is this region that is productive of tangentially migrating neurons, inclusive of those that migrate extramurally as well as those that migrate intramurally (Landsberg et al., 2005; Nichols and Bruce, 2005; Rodriguez and Dymecki, 2000) , and therefore in accord with the classical histogenetic definition of the rhombic lip. Progressing dorsoventrally within this Wnt1 + territory reside molecularly separable progenitor pools, for example, as demarcated by Gdf7, Math1, and Ngn1 expression (Landsberg et al., 2005) . Recently, genetic fate maps of the hindbrain Math1 territory have been approximated using b-gal perdurance from a Math1 lacZki allele (Wang et al., 2005) . Among descendant cell types observed were cochlear granule cells and neurons of the ventral cochlear nuclei (VCN, inclusive of the AVCN and PVCN subdivisions); within the cochlear nuclear complex, very few nb-gal + cells were found populating the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN).
Since Wnt1 is expressed throughout the entire LRL (inclusive of but extending beyond the Math1 subdomain), we first set out to determine the contribution made by the entire LRL to the cochlear nuclear complex, paying special attention to the DCN. To do this, we exploited the Cre-responsive (single recombinase) feature of the RC::PFwe allele. On partnering with a Wnt1::cre transgene (Chai et al., 2000) , in which cre recombinase expression mirrors that of endogenous Wnt1 in this region of the brain ( Figure 3B versus 3C, 3E versus 3F, and Figure S1 ), we were able to follow the fate of Wnt1::cre derivatives based on their sustained expression of nb-gal. Marked cells distributed densely throughout all divisions of the cochlear nuclear complex: the magnocellular cores of the AVCN, PVCN, and DCN ( Figures 3H-3J ) and the entire microneuronal shell ( Figures 3H-3J , white arrows). Coimmunodetection of nb-gal and the neuron-specific nuclear antigen NeuN indicates that the majority of Wnt1-descendants are indeed neurons ( Figures 3H-3J , insets)-although NeuN does not appear to mark all neuronal cell types within the cochlear nuclear complex and therefore underestimates this population.
Intersectional Fate Maps Distinguish Auditory Lip from Precerebellar Lip While Subtractive Fate Maps Reveal Non-Lip Auditory Progenitors
While the LRL generates both cochlear and precerebellar neurons, it remains unclear whether in the mouse these two complex populations emerge from overlapping or distinct axial levels, especially given that precerebellar nuclei such as the pontine gray nucleus (PGN) and inferior olivary nucleus (ION) flank rostrocaudally the cochlear nuclear complex (schematized in Figure 3G ). To determine definitively the axial level at which auditory and precerebellar lineages emerge from the LRL, we exploited the intersectional and subtractive fate mapping capabilities of the RC::PFwe indicator allele when coupled with rhombomere-restricted cre alleles (Awatramani et al., 2003; Voiculescu et al., 2000) and a Wnt1::Flpe transgene (Awatramani et al., 2003) . Expression from these cre alleles and the Wnt1::Flpe transgene subdivides the embryonic hindbrain along rostrocaudal and DV neuraxes, with each expression domain intersection identifying a specific axial coordinate position of the LRL.
To determine whether this strategy could indeed be used to switch-on reporter expression (eGFPF) at a defined coordinate position, we compared eGFPF and nb-gal expression observed in triply transgenic Egr2:: cre (Krox20 creki ;cre expression in r3 and r5), Wnt1::Flpe; RC::PFwe embryos with that found in doubly transgenic Egr2::cre;RC::PFwe embryos (11.5 dpc). As expected, doubly transgenic embryos showed nb-gal-marked cells throughout the entire DV extent of r3 and r5 (Figures 4A and 4B) ; by contrast, triply transgenic embryos lacked nb-gal specifically in the Wnt1 domain located within r3 and r5 and had in its place turned-on eGFPF ( Figures 4F and 4G ). Thus, eGFPF expression was specifically activated in the targeted intersectional positions, the Wnt1 + domain of r3 and r5. Few nb-gal-expressing cells were found within the eGFPF + intersectional domains ( Figure 4G ), indicating near-complete Flpe-mediated recombination within the LRL. Further, this finding confirms minimal to no perdurance of nb-gal following Flpe-mediated excision of the nlacZ cassette from RC::PFwe. Therefore, in laterstage embryos or adult animals, eGFPF identifies cells originating from the LRL at the levels of r3 and r5, whereas nb-gal reliably identifies cells originating from the r3/r5 territory lying ventral to but excluding the LRL.
In adult triply transgenic Egr2::cre (r3/r5-cre);Wnt1:: Flpe;RC::PFwe mice, eGFPF + cells were detected in CAG regulatory elements present in the RC::PFwe allele do have the ability to express detectable reporter levels in all precerebellar nuclei (data not shown); thus, the absence here of eGFPF expression in precerebellar nuclei is likely not artifactual but rather a reflection that the rhombic lip at axial levels r3 and r5 generates auditory but not precerebellar neurons. The contribution to precerebellar nuclei must therefore arise from LRL situated at levels other than r3 and r5. A cohort of nb-gal + cells was observed at the edges of the precerebellar PGN and RTN in both doubly and triply transgenic mice (data not shown). These nb-gal + cells must arise from regions of r3 and/or r5 that lie ventral to the LRL; coimmunodetection of nb-gal with NeuN showed no overlap, consistent with the r3/r5 (non-lip) contribution to these regions being non-neuronal.
In triply transgenic Egr2::cre (r3/r5-cre);Wnt1::Flpe; RC::PFwe mice, many eGFPF + (r3/r5 lip origin) but relatively few nb-gal + cells (r3/r5 non-LRL origin) were detected in the cochlear microneuronal shell ( Figure 4C , white arrows, and Figure 4D , area circumscribed by dashed lines). By contrast, an abundance of nb-gal + cells was found in the shell in doubly transgenic Egr2:: cre;RC::PFwe mice ( Figures 4C and 4D , white arrows or area circumscribed by dashed lines). This indicates that in the triply transgenic mice, most cochlear granule cell progenitors have switched-off nb-gal and turned-on eGFPF expression, suggesting that the majority of cells comprising the microneuronal shell arise from LRL as opposed to non-lip territories.
In triply transgenic Egr2::cre (r3/r5-cre);Wnt1::Flpe; RC::PFwe mice, the deep magnocellular cores of the VCN and DCN contained an intermingling of cells either eGFPF + or nb-gal + ( Figure 4J ). This suggests that certain magnocellular core neurons arise from progenitors situated in the auditory lip, while others arise from more ventrally located progenitors. It is possible that this apparent division in origin relates to physiological differences among the diverse types of core neurons. Currently, this is difficult to assess due to the lack of distinguishing molecular markers for these cell populations; rather, core cells have been characterized largely with respect to their morphology and electrical properties (reviewed in Cant, 1992) . Uniquely identifiable by size, however, are the large output neurons of the DCN (giant cells and pyramidal/fusiform cells). They situate within the deep portion of the DCN, underlying the molecular and granule cell layers (Osen, 1969; Ryugo and Willard, 1985) . These are the largest cells of the cochlear nuclei, with their most distinctive feature being the size of their nucleus (20-25 mm), which is larger than any of the other cell types (Osen, 1969) . Many of these largeoutput neurons were readily identifiable as nb-gal + in doubly transgenic Egr2::cre (r3/r5-cre);RC::PFwe mice ( Figure 4E ). However, in triply transgenic Egr2::cre (r3/ r5-cre);Wnt1::Flpe;RC::PFwe animals, only occasional nb-gal + large neuron nuclei were identified among the ''subtracted'' (Cre/non-Flpe) population. Instead, the great majority of these cells were among the ''intersectional'' (Cre/Flpe) population; they appeared to have turned-off expression of nb-gal and turned-on expression of eGFPF, as evidenced by their being fully circumscribed by the membrane-localized eGFPF and embedded in a meshwork of eGFPF (likely reflecting both their own dendritic processes and those of neighboring cells) ( Figures 4K and 4K 0 ). This suggests a model in which large projection neurons of the DCN derive principally from the LRL, despite being in close physical association with non-lip-derived core neurons.
Having established that the LRL at the levels of r3 and/ or r5 is productive of cochlear nucleus neurons but not precerebellar neurons, we sought next to determine the fate of cells in the LRL subterritory located within r2. Using an r2-specific cre transgenic, Rse2::cre (Awatramani et al., 2003) , in conjunction with Wnt1::Flpe and RC::PFwe, we found eGFPF + cells primarily in the AVCN core and granule cell layer ( Figure 5A ); few to no cells were detected in the PVCN or DCN ( Figure 5B) , and no cells were observed in any precerebellar nuclei or granule cells of the cerebellum (Figures 5B-5D , data not shown). Thus, with respect to the cochlear and precerebellar systems, r2 LRL contributes to the AVCN and associated shell, while r3/r5 LRL contributes to the AVCN, PVCN (albeit more modestly), DCN, and shell (Figures 5E (Awatramani et al., 2003) . Insets show schematic coronal sections highlighting in yellow PGN (C) and ION (D). Cb, cerebellum; gc, cerebellar granule cell layer; VIII n., cochlear nerve root. Scale bar, 300 mm. and 5F); no precerebellar contributions were detected ( Figures 5C, 5D , 5G, and 5H).
Given that genetic fate maps of r1 (generated through use of an En1::cre transgene; Zervas et al., 2004 ; A.F.F. and S.M.D., unpublished data) do not appear to include cochlear or precerebellar nuclei, coupled with our fate maps of the LRL at the levels of r2, r3, and r5, the source of precerebellar neurons most likely lies caudal to r5. In summary, these findings are consistent with the LRL being parceled rostrocaudally into an ''auditory lip'' inclusive of r2-r5 and a ''precerebellar lip'' within r6-r8 LRL.
Embryonic View of the Forming Cochlear Nuclear Complex in Relation to Axial Levels
To visualize in the embryo the forming cochlear nuclear complex within the context of entire rhombomeric territories (as opposed to intersectionally and by subtraction), we analyzed doubly transgenic Egr2::cre (r3/r5-cre);RC::PFwe embryos for nb-gal activity in association with two cell identity markers. The first marker, Mafb (kreisler) mRNA (Cordes and Barsh, 1994; Eichmann et al., 1997) , was detected in both mature (Figures 6A and 6B) and nascent ( Figures 6G and 6J ) VCN magnocellular core regions (inclusive of the AVCN and PVCN); little to no expression was detectable in the DCN. The second marker, Barhl1, is expressed largely in extramurally migrating neuronal precursors, such as mossy fiber precerebellar afferent neurons and cerebellar granule cells (Bulfone et al., 2000; Li et al., 2004) . Here, we found that Barhl1 mRNA identified the granule cell shell of the cochlear nuclei ( Figures 6C and 6D) as well as its migratory precursors ( Figures 6K, 6N, and 6T) . We therefore 
gal ([F] and [I], insets). The forming VCN ([G] and [J], asterisk) are situated at the levels of r2-r4 ([F] and [I], asterisk). The VCN reside medial to the CGES (forming the microneuronal shell) ([K] and [N], black arrow) and dorsal to the AES ([H], [K], [N], and [Q], white arrowhead). The position of the LRL is indicated (black arrowhead). nb-gal
+ cells found outside of the central nervous system (CNS) are identified (O). (R) Sagittal section through adult Egr2::cre;RC::PFwe brainstem. Dorsal is top, rostral is left. nb-gal detection (blue) reveals two rostrocaudal-restricted stripes, corresponding to r3 and r5 progeny. The PGN and RTN are located at the ventral surface of the pontine flexure. (S) Left, flattened side schematic of neural tube at w14.5 dpc. Right, enlarged schematic showing the LRL (gray) with the forming cochlear nuclei (CN; light green) and CGES (dark green) in close juxtaposition to the anterior extramural migratory stream (AES, blue) emigrating from the caudal LRL to the forming pontine precerebellar nuclei (nascent RTN and PGN). (T) Ventrolateral view of 16.5 dpc brain stained to detect Barhl1 mRNA, purple. Left is rostral, top is dorsal. Cohorts of Barhl1 + cells migrate from the LRL (black arrowheads), comprising the CGES (bracketed) and AES (white arrowheads), as well as the forming PGN. cb, cerebellum; CPe, choroid plexus epithelium; fb, forebrain; hb, hindbrain; mb, midbrain. Scale bar, 150 mm (A-D and F-Q).
define the cochlear extramural stream as comprised of cochlear granule cells, and we refer to this population as the cochlear granule cell extramural stream (CGES). Magnocellular core precursors are excluded from our definition of this stream, as they appear devoid of Barhl1 mRNA ( Figures 6C, 6D, 6H, 6K, and 6N) .
Embryonic analyses were performed on hindbrain tissue isolated at 14.5 dpc, a temporal midpoint within the neurogenetic interval for production of cochlear nuclei neurons (Altman and Bayer, 1980; Ivanova and Yuasa, 1998; Martin and Rickets, 1981; Taber Pierce, 1967) , and therefore a time point when a substantial fraction of cells are being born (undergoing final mitoses), while others are on route, and still others already situated within target nuclei. In doubly transgenic Egr2::cre; RC::PFwe embryos, r3-and r5-derived cells were detected as two clusters or stripes of nb-gal + cells ( Figures  6E, 6F , 6I, 6L, and 6O). Because of the complex, flexed geometry of the 14.5 dpc hindbrain, standard coronal sections transect the hindbrain such that the planes of rhombomere derivatives situate obliquely, resulting in mediolateral stripes ( Figure 6E ). Importantly, the ability to visualize these stripes ( Figures 6F, 6I , 6L, 6O, and 6R) informs how axial levels transform over the course of development and how they are represented in standard coronal sections.
Using these r3 and r5 stripes as landmarks, we have been able to position, within the context of rhombomere-derived territories, the developing VCN of the cochlear nuclear complex (Mafb + ), forming cochlear granule cell shell (CGES) (Barhl1 + ), and migrating (Barhl1 + ) precerebellar PGN and RTN precursors referred to as the anterior extramural stream (AES) (Altman and Bayer, 1996; Taber Pierce, 1966) . As revealed by Mafb mRNA on adjacent sections, VCN magnocellular core precursors situate in the vicinity of r2 (not shown), r3, and r4 ( Figures 6F, 6G , 6I, and 6J), consistent with the dualrecombinase-based adult fate maps (Figures 4 and 5 ) that link r2 LRL to the AVCN and link the r3/r5 LRL combination to AVCN and DCN territories, with modest contribution to the PVCN. Because Mafb marks both the AVCN and PVCN territories in the adult ( Figures 6A  and 6B ) and the PVCN lies caudal (or posterior) to the AVCN, it is likely that the Mafb mRNA detected in 14.5 dpc embryos at the level of r4 corresponds to the nascent PVCN ( Figures 6I and 6J) . Indeed, this is the most posterior region of the Mafb + domain of the cochlear nuclear complex. This possibility, together with our finding that r3/r5 LRL contributes only modestly to the PVCN, suggests that it is the LRL within r4 (as opposed to r3 or r5) that accounts substantially for the LRL's contribution to the PVCN. In the absence of a DCN-specific marker or an r5-specific cre allele (as opposed to the r3/r5 cre allele used here), it is difficult to assess with certainty whether the DCN, by exclusion, receives contributions from LRL territory situated in r5 only. However, a model in which the DCN arises from r5 is supported by analyses of Barhl1 mRNA that localize aspects of the CGES and therefore the cochlear nuclear complex to the r5 level-as evidenced by a Mafb-negative region (lying immediately caudal to the Mafb + VCN and therefore likely to still be within the cochlear nuclear complex) ensheathed by a Barhl1 + domain that on serial section overlays with r5 nb-gal activity ( Figures 6L-6N) . Thus, this ensheathed region likely represents aspects of the nascent DCN, parts of which situate within the r5 stripe.
Apposed but Separate Precerebellar and Cochlear Extramural Migratory Streams
Next, we sought to determine the relationship between the precerebellar AES and the cochlear CGES. In 14.5 dpc hindbrain, there are two domains of Barhl1 mRNA flanking the Mafb + territory ( Figures 6H and 6K , arrow and white arrowhead). The ventral-most domain is strikingly devoid of nb-gal + cells in adjacent sections ( Figures 6F and 6I) , while the dorsolateral domain shows extensive overlap with nb-gal + areas ( Figure 6I ). Thus, the ventrally located Barhl1 + domain does not derive from r3 or r5, while the dorsolateral domain likely does, substantiating the dorsolateral domain as CGES. On tracing caudally the ventral Barhl1 + territory, it appears to originate from the LRL caudal to the r5 stripe ( Figures  6O and 6Q) ; on moving rostrally, this domain appears to migrate past yet closely abut the forming cochlear nuclei and then diverge ventrally toward the pontine flexure and the location of the precerebellar PGN and RTN nuclei ( Figures 6H, 6K, 6N , and 6Q). This most likely represents the AES, consistent with our adult fate maps pointing to LRL regions caudal to r5 as the precerebellar lip. This model, schematized in Figure 6S , is further supported through visualization of Barhl1 mRNA on whole embryonic brain ( Figure 6T) -the AES appears to originate caudal to the CGES and r5, with no detectable Barhl1 mRNA hybridization joining the AES from more rostral regions of the LRL. Interestingly, the CGES and the AES converge topographically at the ventrolateral base of the nascent cochlear nuclear complex (Figure 6N ) yet do not mix, as evidenced by the lack of r3/r5 derivatives in the AES (Figure 6 ) or in the mature pontine precerebellar nuclei (Figures 4 and 5) .
Discussion
Intersectional and Subtractive Genetic Fate Maps As a means to study more selective cell populations during development, we have introduced here a dual recombinase-responsive indicator allele (RC::PFwe) for intersectional and subtractive genetic fate mapping. Through developmental studies of the brainstem auditory and precerebellar systems, we show that the simultaneous use of two recombinases in these approaches can be highly efficient, marking as eGFPF + nearly all progenitor cells lying at the intersection of a Cre and a Flp domain-for example, few to no nb-gal-expressing cells were found within an eGFPF + intersectional domain ( Figure 4G ), indicating nearly 100% efficiency of Flpe-mediated recombination within the Cre domain.
In addition to enabling the tracking of intersectional descendants (eGFPF + ), the RC::PFwe indicator allele has the ability to visualize by subtraction the Cre-onlydescendants (nb-gal + ) lying outside the intersection. In the present application, these two features have translated into the ability to track rhombomere-specific LRL lineages (eGFPF + ) within the context of all other derivatives arising from that same rhombomere (nb-gal + ). Because most genes in the developing nervous system mark multiple cell populations, intersectional and subtractive approaches provide important means to reduce complexity, such that smaller subpopulations of genetically defined cells can be studied.
Identification of the Auditory Rhombic Lip and Its Subzones
As defined histogenetically over 100 years ago (His, 1891) , the rhombic lip is the dorsal-most germinative territory in the hindbrain productive of tangentially migrating cells, inclusive of progenitors whose progeny cells migrate either extramurally or intramurally. Excluding r1, which harbors the upper (or cerebellar) rhombic lip, the LRL spans the remaining rostrocaudal extent of the hindbrain from r2 to r8. To be consistent with this classical definition, both along the rostrocaudal and dorsoventral neuraxes, here we operationally defined the LRL as Wnt1 + territory. Using the Cre-responsive feature of RC::PFwe coupled with the Wnt1::cre transgene, we showed that this cre-expressing territory contributes extensively to all divisions of the cochlear nuclear complex: the magnocellular core regions of the AVCN, PVCN, and DCN, as well as the ensheathing lamina of granule cells referred to as the microneuronal shell.
Based on b-gal localization in Math1 lacZki heterozygotes (Wang et al., 2005) , it has been suggested that Math1-expressing progenitors contribute to the AVCN and PVCN but only minimally to the DCN. Indeed, using a Math1::cre transgenic (Matei et al., 2005) to turn-on sustained production of nb-gal, we have also observed some contribution to the DCN (data not shown), albeit substantially less than that found in the AVCN and PVCN. The present findings show that progenitors with a history of Wnt1::cre expression do generate cochlear nucleus neurons of the DCN. Because the Math1 domain lies within the Wnt1 territory (Landsberg et al., 2005) , one interpretation is that at least some DCN neurons derive from a progenitor population outside of the Math1 territory but within the region expressing Wnt1. It will be important to delineate such a progenitor pool and its defining transcriptional profile. Thus, it is possible that two different dorsoventral subdomains of the LRL generate core DCN neurons (one, Wnt1 + ;Math1 + ; the other, Wnt1 + ;Math1 2 ), perhaps partitioning based on future DCN cell type.
Using the intersectional feature of RC::PFwe, we have been able to delineate molecularly an auditory region of the LRL (r2-r5 LRL) and a precerebellar region (within r6-r8 LRL) (summarized in Figure 7A ). Both domains appear to be largely separable, although with the present tools we cannot as yet unequivocally rule out some contribution to the cochlear nuclear complex from r6 LRL, for example. However, if the latter occurs, it is likely to be modest given the large amount of cochlear nuclei cells already accounted for by the r2-r5-located auditory progenitors. Additionally, we present evidence for a model in which the mammalian auditory lip has a rostrocaudal suborganization, with rostral territories (r2-r3 LRL) contributing neurons to the AVCN; middle territories (largely r4), the PVCN; and caudal regions (wr4-r5 LRL), the DCN (summarized in Figure 7B ). Using the tools presented here, we have been able to not only establish this order by direct genetic means, but also identify the precise rostrocaudal:dorsoventral coordinate position of origin of specific auditory populations and the genetic programs enacted therein.
Auditory Progenitors Also Reside Outside the Wnt1-Defined Rhombic Lip Each magnocellular core region of the cochlear nuclear complex appears to receive contributions from both auditory lip and non-lip territories of r2-r5. This contrasts the microneuronal shell that appears to derive principally from the auditory lip. As molecular markers for each neuron subtype of the cochlear nuclei become available, it will be important to relate precise cell type to embryonic origin-informative patterns with respect to genetic programs and the specification of unique cell morphologies and functions will likely emerge.
It has been suggested that the AVCN, PVCN, and granule cell lamina are missing from the cochlear nuclear complex in the absence of Math1 (Wang et al., 2005) . This follows from the finding that many VCN neurons have a history of Math1 expression, as do nearly all cochlear granule cells. However, the present findings indicate that non-lip progenitors, and therefore non-Math1-expressing cells, also contribute to the VCN. Thus, either the loss of VCN in Math1 nulls is incomplete with a remnant population of cells reflecting the non-lip derivatives, or the loss is indeed complete, suggesting that in the absence of Math1-derived VCN neurons and/or granule cells, the non-lip derivatives either fail to properly populate the VCN or die subsequently.
The Precerebellar Lip in Relation to the Auditory Lip
Because precerebellar neurons derive from the LRL (Rodriguez and Dymecki, 2000) yet are not marked in the present intersectional genetic fate maps of the r2, r3, or r5 LRL, nor in genetic fate maps of r1 (suggested by Zervas et al., 2004 , and our own unpublished data), we conclude that the precerebellar lip lies caudal to r5. This model is further supported by the presented detection of a caudal-to-rostral Barhl1 + migratory stream that begins caudal to r5, traverses ventrolaterally and anteriorly, and ends by including PGN/RTN territory ( Figure 6 ). Interestingly, our r3/r5 (entire rhombomere) fate maps generated using Egr2::cre coupled with RC::PFwe show that in the adult mouse the mature precerebellar PGN sits aligned with the r4 wedge ( Figure 6R , unlabeled intervening wedge). Thus, PGN neurons appear to traverse from the wr6-r8 level of the dorsally located LRL to the most ventral aspect of r4.
As we have yet to definitively fate map r4 LRL, it remains possible that this progenitor pool may contribute to the PGN and RTN, especially given the final location of these nuclei. However, we think that this is unlikely for at least three reasons. First, the caudally derived AES appears to account for a substantial portion of, if not all, PGN and RTN neurons based on detection of Barhl1 mRNA. Second, an r4 LRL contribution to the PGN and RTN in addition to the r6-r8 contribution supposes a more complex discontinuous primordium interrupted by a noncontributing r5 territory. Third, there is no evidence of a Barhl1 + migratory stream emerging from r4 that either directly contributes to the PGN and RTN as a separate stream or joins the AES at that axial level ( Figure 6 ). Additional complex assumptions must therefore be invoked to suppose an r4 origin of PGN and RTN neurons; for example, that either r4-derived precerebellar neurons first migrate caudally to join the AES and then migrate rostrally within the AES, or that r4-derived precerebellar neurons are exceptional in that they migrate extramurally without expressing Barhl1. Thus, it seems most likely that the precerebellar lip lies, in its entirety, caudal to r5.
We show that on route the mossy fiber precerebellar neurons of the AES converge topographically with the cochlear granule cell stream (CGES), yet do not mixeven in the face of immediate cellular proximity, similar tangential modes of migration, and shared genetic histories (Wnt1, Math1, and Barhl1 expression). Thus, mechanisms must exist by which these highly related populations nonetheless remain segregated and on proper course.
Transformation of Mammalian Rhombomeres during Development
The r3/r5 fate maps generated through analyses of doubly transgenic Egr2::cre;RC::PFwe mice demonstrate how the polyclones of mammalian hindbrain rhombomeres transform during mouse development. Rhombomeres mature from strict ring-like axial segments symmetric across the dorsoventral and mediolateral axes at early embryonic stages to pie-shaped wedges extending more broadly ventrally and laterally in the mature mouse brainstem ( Figure 6R ). This transformation is presumably driven by morphogenetic movements involving the enormous flexion of the pons that occurs during development, as well as the expansion of the mantle zone disproportionate to that of the ventricular zone (Wingate and Lumsden, 1996) . Coronal sections present in most atlases of adult rodent brain can now be viewed within the context of this kind of developmental information.
Murine and Avian Cochlear Nucleus Progenitors Are Organized Differently, Suggesting Evolutionary Convergence in the Auditory System
The avian cochlear nuclei, comprised of the nucleus angularis (NA) and nucleus magnocellularis (NM), and their mammalian counterparts use similar overall strategies to encode features of airborne sound. Given this commonality, most remarkable are the many differences between the avian and mammalian auditory brain stem. Among these differences are (1) the number of subdivisions within the cochlear column-two subnuclei in chicken versus three in mice (reviewed in Ryugo and Parks, 2003) ; (2) the number of different cell types; for example, the NM has one and its presumed counterpart the AVCN has at least six (reviewed in Cant, 1992) ; (3) the intracellular physiological responses to current injection-no one-to-one correspondence has been observed between elicited membrane characteristics of any cell type in birds in comparison to mammals (reviewed in Carr and Soares, 2002) ; and (4) aspects of circuitry; for example, avian cochlear nuclei do not have the cerebellar-like organization of the mammalian cochlear DCN (reviewed in Oertel and Young, 2004) . It has been argued (Carr and Soares, 2002; Clack, 1997) that true tympanic ears arose independently in birds and mammals and that these peripheral changes have likely had different reorganizing effects on the ancestral population of brainstem auditory neurons, leading to the separate evolution of the cochlear nuclei-the central targets of peripheral input. Much debated, therefore, is whether the mammalian and avian cochlear nuclei represent truly homologous structures found in a common ancestor or whether they represent separate but convergent responses to similar selective pressures to encode the properties of airborne sound (Carr and Soares, 2002; Ryugo and Parks, 2003) . One means toward distinguishing between these two possibilities is to compare the embryological origin of brainstem auditory neurons in chicken and in mice. The present findings now permit such comparisons.
As in the chicken (Cramer et al., 2000; Tan and Le Douarin, 1991) , we find that murine cochlear nuclei arise from dorsal neuroepithelium. However, the axial origins of the cochlear nuclei differ between these two species. The avian nuclei arise from r3-r8, with the rounded mass of NA originating from r3-r4, the caudal tail of NA from r5-r6, and the NM from r6-r8 (Cambronero and Puelles, 2000; Cramer et al., 2000; Marin and Puelles, 1995) . We find that in the mouse, neurons of the cochlear nuclei arise largely from r2-r5, although the present findings cannot rule out a contribution arising from more caudal territories. Strikingly, the NM, the avian nucleus with proposed homology to the AVCN (Boord and Rasmussen, 1963; Jhaveri and Morest, 1982) , arises from the most caudal level of the avian cochlear nucleus progenitor pool (r6-r8); yet our genetic fate map identifies r2 and r3 LRL, the most rostral portion of the murine auditory rhombic lip as the major site of AVCN progenitors. This difference argues against homologous structures and may therefore support a model of convergent evolution. The implications of convergent evolution are farreaching, as they allow, for example, any similarities in neuronal architecture between birds and mammals to be analyzed for the presumed computational advantage that led to the independent derivation of the same form/ solution. Reciprocally, differences can be exploited to identify the various acceptable ways to carry out a particular auditory computation (Carr and Soares, 2002) .
Disparate Embryonic Origins for the DCN and Cerebellum Suggest that, While Related, Their Evolutionary Derivation May Be Separable The dorsal division of the cochlear nuclear complex, the DCN, has been shown to be important for sound localization in the vertical plane and appears to do so using modifications in the sound spectra produced by the interactions of sound with the asymmetries of the external ear (reviewed in Oertel and Young, 2004) . Because the DCN lies immediately ventral to the cerebellum and has a laminar, cerebellum-like organization that includes a granule cell system, it has been proposed to arise from a primordium continuous with that of the cerebellum and to share constituent lineages (Berrebi et al., 1990; Ivanova and Yuasa, 1998; reviewed in Oertel and Young, 2004) . The DCN appears to be unique to the mammalian auditory system and has been proposed as possibly arising in association with the development of motile ears (Carr and Soares, 2002) and the consequent need to resolve spectral cues from confusing inputs generated by ear movements (reviewed in Oertel and Young, 2004) . Now able to provide both dorsoventral and rostrocaudal resolution to hindbrain fate maps in the mouse, we have found that the vast majority of DCN neurons do not arise from a progenitor pool contiguous to the cerebellar primordium (r1); instead, they arise from progenitor pools situated in distant aspects of the auditory lip and coaxial non-lip territories (e.g., r5). Thus, the juxtaposition of the DCN and cerebellum in the postnatal brain likely results secondarily from morphogenetic movements associated with the pontine flexure, for example, rather than stemming from a shared primordium.
This finding of separable embryonic origins for the DCN and the cerebellum suggests a model in which the evolutionary derivation of these two structures, while related, may be separable as well. This would suggest that the cerebellum and DCN are not homologous structures as a consequence of a shared primordium and developmental milieu, but rather that they are similar due to evolutionary convergence upon a primary organization that is likely advantageous for accomplishing generally similar computations, albeit to different specific ends. For example, in the cerebellum, computations include regulating the vestibulo-ocular reflex through gain adjustments of parallel fiber synapses on Purkinje cells in order to select appropriate signals from a complex mixture of inputs. In the DCN, adjusting parallel fiber gain has been proposed to modulate the sensitivity of DCN cells across the tonotopic array to select the needed spectral information away from inputs associated with ear movements (reviewed in Oertel and Young, 2004) . In this model, convergence to a similar organizational framework would be followed by cerebellar versus DCN-specific specializations in response to divergent pressures.
Conceptual versus Actual Intersectional Fate Maps
Here, we demonstrate the selectivity gained by an intersectional genetic fate mapping strategy to subdivide a homogeneous-appearing neuropeithelium into microdomains that give rise to distinct neuronal lineages. In some situations, improvements in fate map resolution can be achieved conceptually by overlaying two independently derived single recombinase-based fate maps (Machold and Fishell, 2005) . Such a strategy is limited to cases where a given structure is derived entirely from one of the mapped gene expression domains, such that an overlay with a second genetic fate map reveals a subset of the first population. These situations are not typical, however, as demonstrated here. The Wnt1::cre genetic fate map showed contributions to all regions of the cochlear nuclei but did not encompass all constituent cells; similar results were obtained from the Egr2:: cre (r3/r5 cre) fate map. A simple overlay might lead erroneously to the conclusion that within r3 and r5 it is only the contained rhombic lip subdomains that contribute to the cochlear nuclear complex. Using the RC::PFwe allele, we have shown that this is not the case; rather, the cochlear nuclear complex receives contributions from lip as well as non-lip territories of r3/r5. Thus, there is much to be gained through the generation of actual intersectional and subtractive genetic fate maps. Indeed, as new cre-and Flpe-expressing transgenes are developed, coupled with the temporal control achievable through newly pioneered inducible recombinases (reviewed in Branda and Dymecki, 2004) , we expect dual recombinase-based systems will enable a wide variety of targeted genetic manipulations with unprecedented levels of selectivity.
Experimental Procedures

RC::PFwe Mice
To generate a versatile intersectional gene activation (IGA) cassette, we inserted into pBigT (Srinivas et al., 2001 ) a 1.6 kb FRT-flanked fragment containing a SwaI cloning site upstream of five consecutive bovine growth hormone (BGH) polyadenylation (pA) sequences. We refer to this plasmid as ''pPF'' (loxP-FRT IGA cassette). To generate pCAG::PFwe, we introduced nLacZ coding sequences (Dymecki, 1996) into the SwaI site of pPF and, into 3 0 cloning sites, modified WGA (Yoshihara et al., 1999) ires-eGFPF sequences (Awatramani et al., 2003) . The PacI/AscI fragment from this plasmid was cloned downstream of CAG sequences (Niwa et al., 1991) . This CAG-driven cassette was cloned into the pRosa26-PA-M1 targeting vector (gift from L. Murtaugh) and then electroporated into129.sv.ev ES cells (gift from P. Leder). Homologous recombinant ES cell clones were identified by Southern blot analysis using a 500 bp 5 0 probe (gift from L. Murtaugh).
Chimeric males were mated to C57BL/6 females, and the resulting line (designated RC::PFwe) was maintained on a hybrid 129.sv.ev 3 C57BL/6 background. Transmission of the RC::PFwe allele was assessed by PCR amplification off of the eGFPF cassette using primers RA98 (5 0 -TACGGCAAGCTGACCCTGAAGTTC-3 0 ) and RA99 (5 0 -AAGTCGATGCCCTTCAGCTCGATG-3 0 ), annealing at 65ºC. The RC::Fwe and RC::Pwe derivative lines were generated by crossing RC::PFwe mice to ACTB::cre (Lewandoski et al., 1997) or R26:: Flpe (Farley et al., 2000) mice, respectively.
Tissue Preparation
Tissue used for section in RNA situ hybridization (ISH) only or for bgal detection only were prepared as described (Landsberg et al., 2005, or Rodriguez and Dymecki, 2000, respectively) . For serial RNA ISH and b-gal detection and for immunohistochemistry on embryonic tissue, tissue was fixed in 1% paraformaldehyde (PFA) (in phosphate-buffered saline, pH 7.4 [PBS]) for 4-6 hr at 4ºC and was further prepared as described (Landsberg et al., 2005) . Adult animals used for immunohistochemistry were perfused transcardially with 4% PFA in PBS; brains were soaked overnight in 4% PFA in PBS, impregnated with sucrose (30% w/v in PBS) and flash frozen in isopentane. 50 mm cryosections were floated in PBS for storage and staining. Tissue was harvested in accordance with the protocol approved by Harvard University Animal Care and Use Committee.
Immunodetection and Histology ISH to detect mRNA transcripts was performed as described (Landsberg et al., 2005) . mRNA riboprobes were used: Barhl1 (Genbank Acc# AI324745, Research Genetics), cre (Landsberg et al., 2005) , Mafb (S. Cordes), and Wnt1 (A. McMahon). In situ detection of b-gal was performed as described (Rodriguez and Dymecki, 2000) ; variations in b-gal signal intensity were attributed to differential influences of genetic background. Primary antibodies for immunofluorescence were diluted in 5% normal goat or donkey serum in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 and used as follows: rabbit anti-GFP serum (1:3000, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), rabbit fractionated anti-triticum vulgaris lectin antiserum (prepared as described (Yoshihara et al., 1999) , Sigma, St. Louis, MO), mouse anti-neuronal nuclei (NeuN) monoclonal antibody (1:5000, Chemicon International, Temecula, CA), goat anti-b-galactosidase purified Ig (1:2500, Biogenesis, Kingston, NH). Secondary Cy2-, Cy3-, and Cy5-conjugated antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA) were used at a dilution of 1:1000. Images were acquired as described (Landsberg et al., 2005) .
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